GRE EXAM PREPARATION

MAXIMIZE YOUR TEST-DAY PERFORMANCE AND YOUR SCORE

PREPARE FOR THE WHOLE TEST
Gain insight and tips for each section, including math, verbal and essay

DEVELOP STRATEGIES
Understand the patterns and logic of the GRE exam and how to be successful on test day

STUDY BETTER
Learn how to study more effectively and get the most out of your practice exams
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MAXIMIZE YOUR TEST-DAY PERFORMANCE AND YOUR SCORE

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Prepare for the GRE exam with CSUSM’s preparation program. This program will help you prepare for the entire GRE test and covers concepts, strategies and tips for the math, verbal and essay sections. Discover tools to help you quickly break down complex math and verbal problems into problems that are simpler and easier to solve.

INSTRUCTOR
The program is taught by experienced instructors who have guided hundreds of students preparing for the GRE. All instructors have a deep knowledge of the logic and rules of the GRE exam and can provide tips, tricks, hacks and strategies to ensure you’re as prepared as possible on test day.

TAKEAWAYS
• Deal with tricky critical reasoning
• Employ a template and plan for writing great essay responses
• Develop reliable techniques and strategies for the various types of questions in all sections
• Squeeze the most value out of practice questions through analysis
• Effectively study outside of class (drills for both accuracy and speed)
• Best utilize the resources you have available to study
• Decipher the GRE’s overall patterns, logic and rules
• Analyze your practice tests and make better test-taking decisions and revisions to your study plans

COURSE SCHEDULE

FEES:
• Program fee: $495
• Fee includes digital resources and textbooks (textbooks will be mailed to you)
• CSUSM alumni and students receive a 15% savings. Priority code: studentalumni
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